A stochastic process fX n ; n D 0; 1; : : :g which can take values in the state space I is called a discrete-time Markov chain if for each n D 0; 1; : : :, P.X nC1 D i nC1 j X 0 D i 0 ; : : : ; X n D i n / D P.X nC1 D i nC1 j X n D i n / for all possible values of i 0 ; : : : ; i nC1 2 I , whenever both sides are well-defined.
Introduction
This chapter is concerned with continuous time processes, which are often modeled as a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). These models assume that the observed dynamics are driven exclusively by internal, deterministic mechanisms. However, real biological systems will always be exposed to influences that are not completely understood or not feasible to model explicitly. Ignoring these phenomena in the modeling may affect the analysis of the studied biological systems. Therefore there is an increasing need to extend the deterministic models to models that embrace more complex variations in the dynamics. A way of modeling these elements is by including stochastic influences or noise. A natural extension of a deterministic differential equations model is a system of stochastic differential equations (SDEs), where relevant parameters are modeled as suitable stochastic processes, or stochastic processes are added to the driving system equations. This approach assumes that the dynamics are partly driven by noise.
All biological dynamical systems evolve under stochastic forces, if we define stochasticity as the parts of the dynamics that we either cannot predict or understand or that we choose not to include in the explicit modeling. To be realistic, models of biological systems should include random influences, since they are concerned with subsystems of the real world that cannot be sufficiently isolated from effects external to the model. The physiological justification to include erratic behaviors in a model can be found in the many factors that cannot be controlled, such as hormonal oscillations, blood pressure variations, respiration, variable neural control of muscle activity, enzymatic processes, energy requirements, cellular metabolism, sympathetic nerve activity, or individual characteristics like body mass index, genes, smoking, stress impacts, etc. Also to be considered are external influences, such as small differences in the experimental procedure, temperature, differences in preparation and administration of drugs (if this is included in the experiment). In addition, experimental runs may be conducted by different experimentalists who inevitably will exhibit small differences in procedures within the protocols. Different sources of errors will require different modeling of the noise, and these factors should be considered as carefully as the modeling of the deterministic part, in order to make the model predictions and parameter values possible to interpret.
It is therefore essential to understand and investigate the influence of noise in the dynamics. In many cases the noise simply blurs the underlying dynamics without qualitatively affecting it, as is the case with measurement noise or in many linear systems. However, in nonlinear dynamical systems with system noise, the noise will often drastically change the corresponding deterministic dynamics. In general, stochastic effects influence the dynamics, and may enhance, diminish or even completely change the dynamic behavior of the system.
Markov Chains and Discrete-Time Processes
A sequence of stochastic variables fX n ; n D 0; 1; : : :g is called a stochastic process. It could for example be measurements every 5 min of the level of blood glucose for a diabetic patient. The simplest type of stochastic process is one where the random variables are assumed independent, but this is often too simple to capture important features of the data. For example if the blood glucose is high, we would also expect it to be high 5 min later. The simplest type of stochastic process incorporating dependence between observations is a Markov process.
The Wiener Process (or Brownian Motion)
The most important stochastic process in continuous time is the Wiener process, also called Brownian Motion. It is used as a building block in more elaborate models. In 1828 the Scottish botanist Robert Brown observed that pollen grains suspended in water moved in an apparently random way, changing direction continuously. In 1905, Einstein explained this by the pollen grains being bombarded by water molecules, and Brown only contributed to the theory with his name. The precise mathematical formulation of this phenomenon was given by Norbert Wiener in 1923. The Wiener process can be seen as the limit of a random walk when the time steps and the jump sizes go to 0 in a suitable way (see Sect. 1.2) and can formally be defined as follows.
Definition 1.2 (Wiener process).
A stochastic process fW .t/g t 0 is called a Wiener process or a Brownian motion if 1. W .0/ D 0. 2. fW .t/g t 0 has independent increments, i.e. W t 1 ; W t 2 W t 1 ; : : : ; W t k W t k 1 are independent random variables for all 0 Ä t 1 
Here, N . ; 2 / denotes the normal distribution with mean and variance 2 . Thus, the Wiener process is a Gaussian process: a stochastic process X is called a Gaussian process if for any finite set of indices t 1 ; : : : ; t k the vector of random variables .X.t 1 /; : : : ; X.t k // follows a k-dimensional normal distribution. In fact, it can be shown that any continuous time stochastic process with independent increments and finite second moments: E.X 2 .t// < 1 for all t, is a Gaussian process provided that X.t 0 / is Gaussian for some t 0 . The Wiener process is continuous with mean zero and variance proportional to the elapsed time: E.W .t// D 0 and Var.W .t// D t. If fX.t/g t 0 is a stationary stochastic process, then fX.t/g t 0 has the same distribution as fX.t Ch/g t 0 for all h > 0. Thus, the Wiener process cannot be stationary since the variance increases with t. The autocovariance function is given by Cov.W t ; W s / D min.s; t/. The sample paths of a Wiener process behave "wildly" in that they are nowhere differentiable. To see what that means define the total variation of a real-valued function f on an interval OEa; b R by the quantity
where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions a Ä t 0 < < t n Ä b of OEa; b. When V b a .f / < 1 and f is right-continuous we say that f is of bounded variation on OEa; b. Functions that behave sufficiently "nice" are of bounded variation, if for example f is differentiable it is of bounded variation. It turns out that the Wiener process is everywhere of unbounded variation. This happens because the increments W .t C t/ W .t/ is on the order of p t instead of t since the variance is t. Heuristically, 
Now define the quadratic variation of a real-valued function f on OEa; b R by
where the supremum is taken as before. For continuous functions of bounded variation the quadratic variation is always 0, and thus, if OEf b a > 0 then V b a .f / D 1. The quadratic variation of a Wiener process over an interval OEs; t equals t s, and in the limit we therefore expect lim t !0 .W .t C t/ W .t// 2 t: (1.1)
Stochastic Differential Equations
Assume that the ODE dx dt D a.x; t/ (1.2) describes a one-dimensional dynamical system. Assume that a. / fulfills conditions such that a unique solution exists, thus x.t/ D x.tI x 0 ; t 0 / is a solution satisfying the initial condition x.t 0 / D x 0 . Given the initial condition, we know how the system behaves at all times t, even if we cannot find a solution analytically. We can always solve it numerically up to any desired precision. In many biological systems this is not realistic, and a more realistic model can be obtained if we allow for some randomness in the description. A natural extension of a deterministic ODE model is given by an SDE model, where relevant parameters are randomized or modeled as random processes of some suitable form, or simply by adding a noise term to the driving equations of the system. This approach assumes that some degree of noise is present in the dynamics of the process. Here we will use the Wiener process. It leads to a mixed system with both a deterministic and a stochastic part in the following way [21, 24] :
where fX t D X.t/g t 0 is a stochastic process, not a deterministic function like in (1.2) . This is indicated by the capital letter. Here fW t D W .t/g t 0 is a Wiener process and since it is nowhere differentiable, we need to define what the differential means. It turns out that it is useful to write d W t D t dt, where f t g t 0 is a white noise process, defined as being normally distributed for any fixed t and uncorrelated:
Strictly speaking, the white noise process f t g t 0 does not exist as a conventional function of t, but could be interpreted as the generalized derivative of a Wiener process. The functions . / and . / can be nonlinear, . / is called the drift coefficient or the deterministic component, and . / is called the diffusion coefficient or the stochastic component (system noise), that may depend on the state of the system, X t . If . / and . / do not depend on t the process is called time-homogeneous. Equation (1.3) should be interpreted in the following way:
where X 0 is a random variable independent of the Wiener process. It could simply be a constant. The first integral on the right hand side can be interpreted as an ordinary integral, but what is the second integral? The Wiener process is nowhere differentiable, so how do we give meaning to this differential? Let us try the usual tricks from ordinary calculus, where we define the integral for a simple class of functions, and then extend by some approximation procedure to a larger class of functions. We want to define
If f .t/ Á is constant we would expect the integral (1.5) to equal .W t W t 0 /. Note that this is a random variable with expectation 0 since the increments of a Wiener process has expectation 0. Assume that f .t/ is a non-random step function of the form f .s/ D j on t j Ä s < t j C1 for j D 1; 2; : : : ; n where t 0 D t 1 < t 2 < < t nC1 D t. Then we define
It is natural to approximate a given function f .t/ by a step function. Now f .t/ can be random, but we will only consider functions that are measurable with respect to the -algebra generated by the random variables fW s g sÄt . The concepts of -algebra and measurable space will be defined in Chap. 2, for now they are not needed.
Intuitively it means that the value of f .t/ can be determined from the values of W s for s Ä t. For example, we could take f .t/ D W t , but not f .t/ D W 2t . We cannot look into the future! Moreover, we require that EOE R t t 0 f .s/ 2 ds < 1. For the rest of this chapter we will always assume these conditions on the integrands.
Define a partition˘n of the interval OEt 0 ; t by t 0 D t 1 < t 2 < < t nC1 D t where j˘nj D maxfjt j C1 t j j W j D 1; : : : ; ng is the norm of the partition, and approximate
where the point t j belongs to the interval OEt j ; t j C1 . Then we define
When f .t/ is stochastic it turns out that-unlike ordinary integrals-it makes a difference how t j is chosen! To see this consider f .t/ D W t and define two approximations: t j D t j , the left end point, and t j D t j C1 , the right end point. Taking expectations we see that the two choices yield different results:
because the Wiener process has independent increments with mean 0. On the other hand,
D 0 and rearranged in the first equality sign, and the second equality sign is the variance of the Wiener process. Two useful and common choices are the following:
• The Itô integral: t j D t j , the left end point.
• The Stratonovich integral: t j D .t j C t j C1 /=2, the mid point.
There are arguments for using either one or the other, most of them rather technical and we will not enter in this discussion here. Fortunately, though, the difference between the two is an ordinary integral and it is possible to calculate one integral from the other. Here we only use the Itô integral, and we call a process given by an equation of the form (1.3) an Itô process. Some important examples of Itô processes are the following.
Properties of the
Wiener process with drift Imagine a particle suspended in water which is being bombarded by water molecules. The temperature of the water will influence the force of the bombardment, and thus we need a parameter to characterize this. Moreover, there is a water current which drives the particle in a certain direction, and we will assume a parameter to characterize the drift. To describe the displacements of the particle, the Wiener process can be generalized to the process
It is thus normally distributed with mean x 0 C t and variance 2 t, as follows from the properties of the standard Wiener process. This process has been proposed as a simplified model for the membrane potential evolution in a neuron, see Chap. 5, Sect. 5.3.2.
Geometric Brownian motion Imagine a drug is supplied as a bolus to the blood stream and that the average metabolic process of the drug can be described by an exponential decay through the deterministic equation x 0 D ax, where x is the concentration of the drug in plasma and a is the decay rate. The prime 0 denotes derivative with respect to time. Assume now that the decay rate fluctuates randomly due to the complex working of the enzymatic machinery involved in the breakdown of the drug. That could be described by letting a vary randomly as a D C t , where f t g t 0 is a Gaussian white noise process. Then t dt can be written as the differential of a Wiener process, d W t . This leads to the model
It is shown below (Example 1.2, Sect. 1.6) that the explicit solution is
The process only takes positive values and X t conditional on X 0 follows a lognormal distribution with parameters log.X 0 / C . 2 =2/t and 2 t.
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process Imagine a process subject to a restoring force, i.e. the process is attracted to some constant level but is continuously perturbed by noise. An example is given by the membrane potential of a neuron that is constantly being perturbed by electrical impulses from the surrounding network, and at the same time is attracted to an equilibrium value depending on the resting potentials for various ions present at different concentrations inside the cell and in the interstitium, see Chap. 5, Sect. 5.3.5. This leads to the model
with ; > 0. Here has units time, and is the typical time constant of the system. The autocorrelation is given by corr.X t ; X t Cs / D e s= , and thus the autocorrelation has decreased with a factor of 1=e after units of time. It has the explicit solution (due to (1.9) below)
and X t conditional on X 0 is normally distributed with mean E.X t / D X 0 e t= C .1 e t= / and variance Var.X t / D 2 .1 e 2t = /=2. If X 0 is normally distributed with mean˛and variance 2 =2, then so is X t for all t. Thus, contrary to the processes above, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process has a stationary solution.
Square-root process In many applications an unrestricted state space is unrealistic, and the variance is often observed to decrease with decreasing distance to some lower level. For example, the hyper-polarization caused by inhibitory reversal potentials in neuron membranes is smaller if the membrane potential is closer to the inhibitory reversal potential, see Chap. 5, Sect. 5.3.6. For simplicity we assume this lower limit in the state space equal to 0. This leads to the model
The process is also called the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross process in the financial literature [6] , or the Feller process in the neuronal literature, because [16] proposed it as a model for population growth. If 2˛=. 2 / 1 the process stays positive, (see Chap. 2, Example 2.3), and admits a stationary distribution. The transition density is a non-central chi-square distribution with conditional mean and variance
.1 e t= / 2 C X 0 2 .1 e t= /e t= The asymptotic stationary distribution is a gamma distribution with shape parameter 2˛=. 2 / and scale parameter 2 =2. When the diffusion term does not depend on the state variable X t as in the Wiener process with drift and the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, we say that it has additive noise. In this case the Itô and the Stratonovich integrals yield the same process, so it does not matter which calculus we choose. In the case of Geometric Brownian motion or the square root process we say that it has multiplicative noise. The four processes are simulated in Fig. 1 
Existence and Uniqueness
To ensure the existence of a solution to (1.3) for 0 Ä t Ä T where T is fixed, the following is sufficient:
for some constant C [22, 24] . This ensures that fX t g t 0 does not explode, i.e that fjX t jg t 0 does not tend to 1 in finite time. To ensure uniqueness of a solution the Lipschitz condition is sufficient:
for some constant D. Note that only sufficient conditions are stated, and in many biological applications these are too strict, and weaker conditions can be found. We will not treat these here, though. In Chap. 2 conditions on the functions and to ensure that the process stays away from the boundaries without assuming the Lipschitz condition are discussed in detail. Note also that the above conditions are fulfilled for three of the processes described above. The square root process does not fulfill the Lipschitz condition at 0 and is treated in Chap. 2, Example 2.3. In general, many realistic biological models do not fulfill the Lipschitz condition, and the more advanced tools of Chap. 2 are necessary to check if the model is well behaved.
Itô's Formula
Stochastic differentials do not obey the ordinary chain rule as we know it from classical calculus [24, 34] . An additional term appears because .d W t / 2 behaves like dt, see (1.1). We have Theorem 1.1 (Itô's formula). Let fX t g t 0 be an Itô process given by
and let f .t; x/ be a twice continuously differentiable function in x and once continuously differentiable function in t.
Then
is also an Itô process, and
The first two terms on the right hand side correspond to the chain rule we know from classical calculus, but an extra term appears in stochastic calculus because the Wiener process is of unbounded variation, and thus the quadratic variation comes into play. 
We obtain
Let us find the solution fX t g t 0 to the Geometric Brownian motion
Rewrite the equation as dX t X t D dt C dW t :
Integrating (1.11) and using (1.10) we finally obtain
and so
Note that it is simply the exponential of a Wiener process with drift.
The solution (1.7) of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process can be found by multiplying both sides of (1.6) with e t= and then apply Itô's formula to e t= X t . We will not do that here.
Monte Carlo Simulations
The solution of an Itô process is rarely explicit. When no explicit solution is available we can approximate different characteristics of the process by simulation, such as sample paths, moments, qualitative behavior etc. Usually such simulation methods are based on discrete approximations of the continuous solution to an SDE [19, 22] . Different schemes are available depending on how good we want the approximation to be, which comes at a price of computer time. Assume we want to approximate a solution to (1.3) in the time interval OE0; T . Consider the time discretization
and denote the time steps by j D t j C1 t j and the increments of the Wiener process by W j D W t j C1 W t j . Then W j N .0; j /, which we can use to construct approximations by drawing normally distributed numbers from a random number generator. For simplicity assume that the process is time-homogenous.
The Euler-Maruyama Scheme
The simplest scheme, referred to as the Euler-Maruyama scheme, is the stochastic analogue of the deterministic Euler scheme. Approximate the process X t at the discrete time-points t j ; 1 Ä j Ä N by the recursion
where W j D p j Z j , with Z j being standard normal variables with mean 0 and variance 1 for all j . This procedure approximates the drift and diffusion functions by constants between time steps, so obviously the approximation improves for smaller time steps. To evaluate the convergence things are more complicated for stochastic processes, and we operate with two criteria of optimality: the strong and the weak orders of convergence [2, 3, 19, 22] .
Consider the expectation of the absolute error at the final time instant T of the Euler-Maruyama scheme. It can be shown that there exist constants K > 0 and ı 0 > 0 such that E.jX T Y t N j/ Ä Kı 0:5
for any time discretization with maximum step size ı 2 .0; ı 0 /. We say that the approximating process Y converges in the strong sense with order 0.5. This is similar to how approximations are evaluated in deterministic systems, only here we take expectations, since X T and Y t N are random variables. Compare with the Euler scheme for an ODE which has order of convergence 1. Sometimes we do not need a close pathwise approximation, but only some function of the value at a given final time T , e.g. E.X T /, E.X 2 T ) or generally E.g.X T //. In this case we have that there exist constants K > 0 and ı 0 > 0 such that for any polynomial g jE.g.X T / E.g.Y t N ///j Ä Kı for any time discretization with maximum step size ı 2 .0; ı 0 /. We say that the approximating process Y converges in the weak sense with order 1.
The Milstein Scheme
To improve the accuracy of the approximation we add a second-order term that appears from Itô's formula. Approximate X t by
where the prime 0 denotes derivative. It is not obvious exactly how this term appears, but it can be derived through stochastic Taylor expansions. The Milstein scheme converges in the strong sense with order 1, and could thus be regarded as the proper generalization of the deterministic Euler-scheme.
If .X t / does not depend on fX t g t 0 the Euler-Maruyama and the Milstein schemes coincide.
Inference
Estimation of parameters of an Itô process is a key issue in applications. Estimation in continuously observed Itô processes has been widely studied [23, 27] . However, biological processes are normally observed at discrete times. Parametric inference for discretely observed Itô processes can be complicated depending on the model considered and on the presence of measurement noise. The transition densities are only known for a few specific Itô processes (Wiener process with drift, Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, Square-root process). Likelihood functions of data sampled from these processes have then an explicit form, and the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of the parameters can thus be computed. These estimators have nice statistical properties like consistency and asymptotic normality [7] . Consistency means that when the number of observations go to infinity, the estimator will converge in probability to the true value. Asymptotic normality means that the large sample distribution of the estimator will be close to normal, which is useful for constructing confidence intervals.
When the transition densities are not available, the likelihood function cannot be directly computed. Several estimation methods have been proposed to circumvent this difficulty: methods based on an approximation of the transition density by Hermite expansions [1] , simulation based methods, also called Monte Carlo methods [13, 25] , martingale estimating functions [4] , see also [19, 23, 27] and references therein.
Estimation is more difficult when the process is observed with measurement noise. The likelihood function is explicit in some few specific cases for which filtering techniques can be applied [15] . Otherwise, methods based on simulations or on the Expectation-Maximization algorithm have been developed [10] . The Bayesian approach, which is an alternative to the maximum likelihood approach, can be applied to a large variety of problems when it is combined with sample path simulations or Euler-Maruyama approximations [11] .
We present below some of these methods.
Maximum Likelihood
Observations of an Itô process without measurement noise Consider discrete observations x 0 ; : : : ; x N at time points 0 D t 0 < t 1 < : : : < t j < : : : < t N D T of an Itô process X which depends on an unknown parameter vector Â, dX t D .t; X t I Â/dt C .t; X t I Â/ d W t :
(1.14)
The vector of observations is denoted x 0WN D .x 0 ; : : : ; x N /. Bayes' rule combined with the Markovian nature of the process X , which the discrete data inherit, imply that the likelihood function of Â is simply the product of transition densities,
p.x j jx j 1 I Â/; (1.15) where p.x 0 I Â/ is the density of the initial variable X 0 and p.x t jx s I Â/; s < t is the transition density of X , i.e. the conditional density of X t at time t, given that it was at X s D x s at an earlier time s. We will normally ignore the asymptotically unimportant distribution of X 0 by setting p.x 0 I Â/ D 1. The vector of partial derivatives of the log-likelihood function with respect to the coordinates of Â is called the score function,
which under mild regularity conditions is a martingale under P Â .
Definition 1.3 (Martingale).
A stochastic process fX n ; n D 1; 2; : : :g is called a martingale if for all n D 1; 2; : : :, E.jX n j/ < 1 E.X nC1 j X 1 ; : : : ; X n / D X n i.e., the conditional expected value of the next observation, given all the past observations, is equal to the last observation.
The MLE usually solves the estimating equation U.Â/ D 0. Under mild regularity conditions it is consistent and asymptotically normally distributed [7] . 
q.X j 1 jX j I Â/:
By differentiation with respect to the parameter, we obtain the quasi-score function which is clearly a martingale under P Â . It is a particular case of a quadratic martingale estimating function considered by [4, 5] . Another approach is to compute an approximation to p. / based on the Euler-Maruyama (1.12) or the Milstein (1.13) schemes. In general, this approximation will converge to p. / as ! 0. More precisely, the Euler-Maruyama approximation of (1.15) consists in replacing p. / by the Gaussian density of the Euler-Maruyama scheme:
'.x j I x j 1 C j .t j 1 ; x j 1 ; Â/; j 2 .t j 1 ; x j 1 ; Â//:
When the interval lengths . j / are fixed and large, the Euler-Maruyama scheme provides a poor approximation to the diffusion. An alternative is to approximate the transition density via simulation of finer sample paths. A set of auxiliary latent data points are introduced between each pair of observations. Along these auxiliary latent data points, the process can be finely sampled and the likelihood function is then approximated via numerical integration (also called Monte Carlo method) [13, 25] . We detail the approximation of the transition density p.x j jx j 1 I Â/ on the interval OEt j 1 ; t j for a fixed j 2 f1; : : : ; N g. The time interval OEt j 1 ; t j is discretized in K sub-intervals t j 1 D [12] . More precisely, for k D 1; : : : ; .K 1/, x m .j / k is simulated with:
where B is a standard Brownian bridge on OEt j 1 ; t j equal to zero for t D t j 1 and t D t j , which can be easily simulated.
Observations of an Itô process with measurement noise
Consider that the Itô process is discretely observed with measurement noise. Let y 0WN D .y 0 ; : : : ; y N / denote the vector of noisy observations:
where X is defined by (1.14) , the " j 's are the measurement error random variables assumed to be independent, identically distributed with a centered normal distribution with unit variance and independent of fX t g t 0 , and is the measurement noise level. The observed process is no longer Markov. The likelihood function of the data y 0WN can be computed by recursive conditioning:
p.y j jy 0Wj 1 I Â/;
where y 0Wj D .y 0 ; : : : ; y j / is the vector of observations until time t j . It is thus sufficient to compute the distribution of y j given y 0Wj 1 which can be written p.y j jy 0Wj 1 I Â/ D Z p.y j jX t j I Â/p.X t j jy 0Wj 1 I Â/dX t j :
This conditional distribution is rarely explicit, though for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process it is. Since the innovation noise Á j of the discretization of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (1.17) and the observation noise " j are Gaussian variables, the law of y j given y 0Wj 1 can be obtained by elementary computations on Gaussian laws if we know the mean and covariance of the conditional distribution of X t j given y 0Wj 1 . This conditional distribution can be exactly computed using Kalman recursions as proposed by [15, 26] . The Kalman filter is an iterative procedure which computes recursively the following conditional quantities:
The exact likelihood of y 0WN is then equal to
When the unobserved diffusion is not an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, Monte Carlo methods can be used similarly to the case without measurement noise.
Bayesian Approach
Bayesian estimation is an alternative to the MLE, which takes advantage of prior knowledge of parameter values. For example, biologists may know that the decay rate of a drug elimination is most probably close to some pre-specified value. This is incorporated into the model by assuming a prior distribution for the parameters. The Bayesian approach consists in estimating the posterior distribution of the parameter Â given the observations and the prior distribution. Denote p.Â/ the prior distribution (Â is thus a random variable). When the Itô process is observed without measurement noise, the posterior distribution given the observations x 0WN is
where p.x 0WN jÂ/ is the likelihood function, and p.x 0WN / D R p.Â; x 0WN /dÂ is the marginal distribution of the data x 0WN . In general, the posterior distribution has no closed form because p.x 0WN / is not explicit. Classical Bayesian estimators propose to approximate the posterior distribution via simulation of samples .Â m / 1ÄmÄM using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques. The aim is to simulate a Markov Chain with the target distribution p.Âjx 0WN / as stationary distribution. Usual MCMC techniques are the Metropolis-Hastings and the Gibbs algorithms [28] . The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, an accept-reject algorithm, requires an explicit expression of p.x 0WN jÂ/ for the computation of the acceptance probability. This is rarely the case for Itô processes and approaches similar to the MLE framework can be used: p.Â; x 0WN / can be approximated via the Euler-Maruyama scheme by a Gaussian density [14] , and Brownian bridges can be used to reduce the variance of the MCMC integration [14, 29] .
When the diffusion is observed with measurement noise (1.21), the posterior distribution given the observations y 0WN is p.Âjy 0WN / D Z p.Â; X t 0 ; : : : ; X t N jy 0WN /dX t 0 : : : dX t N D Z p.y 0WN jÂ; X t 0 ; : : : ; X t N /p.Â; X t 0 ; : : : ; X t N / p.y 0WN / dX t 0 : : : dX t N :
Simulations of .Â; X t 0 ; : : : ; X t N / under p.Â; X t 0 ; : : : ; X t N jy 0WN / provide samples of Â under the posterior distribution. Similarly to the case without measurement noise, the MCMC approach combined with Gaussian approximations are used to simulate samples under this target distribution.
Martingale Estimating Functions
The score function (1.16) can be approximated by means of martingales of a similar form. Suppose we have a collection of real valued functions h j .x; y; I Â/, j D 1; : : : ; N satisfying Z h j .x; yI Â/p.y j xI Â/dy D 0 (1.23)
for all x and Â. Consider estimating functions of the form
a.X i 1 ; Â/h.X i 1 ; X i I Â/; (1.24) where h D .h 1 ; : : : ; h N / T , and the p N weight matrix a.x; Â/ is a function of x such that (1.24) is P Â -integrable. It follows from (1.23) that G n .Â/ is a martingale under P Â for all Â. An estimating function with this property is called a martingale estimating function. The matrix a determines how much weight is given to each of the h j 's in the estimation procedure. This weight matrix can be chosen in an optimal way using the theory of optimal estimating functions. We will not treat this here, see [4, 5, 31, 32] 
Biological Applications
To end this chapter, we will give a few examples of the use of stochastic models in biology. Examples of applications in neuroscience can be found in Chaps. 5-8.
Oncology
This work has been realized by Benjamin Favetto, Adeline Samson, Daniel Balvay, Isabelle Thomassin, Valentine Genon-Catalot, Charles-André Cuenod and Yves Rozenholc.
In anti-cancer therapy, it is of importance to assess tumor aggressiveness as well as to follow and monitor the in vivo effects of treatments [17, 30] . This can be performed via dynamic contrast enhanced imaging (DCEI) by studying the tissue microvascularisation and angiogenesis. This facilitates a better treatment monitoring by optimizing in vivo the therapeutic strategy.
The DCEI experiment consists in injecting a contrast agent to the patient and recording a medical images sequence, which measures the evolution of the contrast agent concentration along time. The pharmacokinetics of the contrast agent is modeled by a bidimensional differential system. In this pharmacokinetic model, the contrast agent within a voxel of tissue is assumed to be either in the plasma compartment or inside the interstitial compartment. We assume that exchanges inside a voxel are (1) from the arteries (input) into the blood plasma; (2) from the blood plasma into the veins (output) and (3) between blood plasma and interstitial space. The quantities of contrast agent in a single unit voxel at time t are denoted AIF .t/, Q P .t/ and Q I .t/ for artery, plasma and interstitial compartments, respectively. The biological parameters and constraints are as follows: F T 0 is the tissue blood perfusion flow per unit volume of tissue (in ml min 1 100 ml 1 ), V b 0 is the part of whole blood volume (in %), V e 0 is the part of extravascular extracellular space fractional volume (in %), and PS 0 is the permeability surface area product per unit volume of tissue (in ml min 1 100 ml 1 ). We have that V b C V e < 100. The hematocrit is the proportion of blood volume consisting of red blood cells and assumed to be h D 0:4. The delay with which the contrast agent arrives from the arteries to the plasma is denoted ı. Both t and ı are measured in seconds.
The contrast agent kinetics can be modeled by the following ODE model:
We assume that no contrast agent exists inside the body before the acquisition and hence the initial conditions are Q P .t 0 / D Q I .t 0 / D AIF .t 0 / D 0. Note that AIF .t/ is a given function for all t, controlled by the experimentalist. However, this deterministic model is unable to capture the random fluctuations observed along time. For example, it fails to capture the contrast agent dosing and sampling errors, the measurement errors in the arterial input function, or the random fluctuations along time in the plasma/interstitial permeability. These variations are unpredictable. Our main hypothesis is that a more realistic model can be obtained by a stochastic approach. We introduce an SDE model by adding random components:
where W 1 t and W 2 t are two independent Wiener processes, and 1 , 2 are the standard deviations of the random perturbations. The initial conditions are the same as above. This Itô process is a bidimensional Ornstein Uhlenbeck process.
In MLEs O Â of the model parameters are obtained by applying the standard least squares method for the ODE model and the Kalman filter approach for the SDE model. Predictions of both models are computed as the solution of the differential system (1.26) Fig. 1.4) . The ODE 
D 100, the ODE estimation has stopped at a boundary of the optimization domain. This suggests a more careful look. We removed the 2 (and then the 5) last times of observations. While the SDE estimation remained stable when removing observations (up to changes in the last digits), the ODE estimation changed totally showing its poor stability. This variability induces even an inversion in the prediction of the quantity of the contrast agent in the two compartments. The results with the 2 or 5 last observations removed are added in Table 1 .2, only for the ODE estimation. Figure 1 .4 illustrates these results by zooming in on the predictions for each estimation. In conclusion, the use of a stochastic version of the two-compartment model avoids the instability sometimes observed with the classical two-compartment model. The SDE approach provides a more robust parameter estimation, adding reliability to the two-compartment models.
Agronomy
This work has been realized by Sophie Donnet, Jean-Louis Foulley and Adeline Samson [11] .
Growth curve data consist of repeated measurements of a growth process over time among a population of individuals. In agronomy, growth data allow differentiating animal or vegetal phenotypes by characterizing the dynamics of the underlying biological process. In gynaecology or pediatrics, height and weight of children are regularly recorded to control their development. The parametric statistical approach used to analyze these data is a parametric growth function, such as the Gompertz, logistic, Richards or Weibull functions [35] , which prescribe monotone increasing growth, whatever the parameter values. These models have proved their efficiency in animal genetics [18, 20] and in pediatrics [33] . However, as pointed out by [8] , the used function may not capture the exact process, as responses for some individuals may display some local fluctuations such as weight decreases or growth slow-down. These phenomena are not due to measurement errors but are induced by an underlying biological process that is still unknown today. In animal genetics, a wrong modeling of these curves could affect the genetic analysis. In fetal growth, the detection of growth slow-down is a crucial indicator of fetal development problems. Thus, we propose to model these variations in growth curves by an Itô process. The parameter estimation is based on a Bayesian approach.
We focus on the modeling of chicken growth. Data y are noisy weight measurements of chickens at weeks t D 0, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36 , 40 after birth ( Fig. 1.5 ). These data are classically analyzed with a Gompertz function:
x.t/ D Ae Be C t ;
(1.28) which depends on the three parameters A; B; C and verifies the following ODE where the diffusion coefficient is set equal to X t given the heteroscedasticity of the process. This means that the standard error of the random perturbations of the growth rate is proportional to the weight. This Itô process belongs to the family of Geometric Brownian motions with time inhomogeneous drift. The Itô process (1.31) has an explicit solution. Indeed, set Z t D log.X t /. By Itô's formula (1.9), the conditional distribution of Z t Ch given .Z s /, s Ä t; h > 0 is: Z t Ch j.Z s / sÄt N .Z t Be C t .e C h 1/ 1 2 2 h; 2 h/; Z 0 D log.A/ B:
Thus, X t D Ae Be C t e 1 2 2 t C W t and X 0 D Ae B . As a consequence, X t is a multiplicative random perturbation of the solution of the Gompertz model. Due to the assumption of the non-negativity of A, X t is almost surely non-negative, which is a natural constraint to model weight records. We then discretize the SDE:
Z tj jZ tj 1 N Â Z tj 1 Be C tj 1 .e C.tj tj 1 / 1/ 1 2 2 .t j t j 1 /; 2 .t j t j 1 / Ã : The SDE model on the logarithm of data is thus defined as:
.log y 0 ; log y 1 ; : : : ; log y N / T D .log.A/ B; Z t 1 ; : : : ; Z t N / T C "; where T denotes transposition. By a Bayesian approach we estimate the posterior distribution of the parameters .log A; B; log C; 2 ; 2 /. We consider Gaussian prior distributions for .log A; B; log C /, an inverse Gamma prior distribution for 2 as suggested by [9] for hierarchical models, and an inverse Gamma prior distribution for 2 . The posterior distribution is approximated with an MCMC algorithm. Posterior expectations of the parameters are presented in Table 1 .3. The estimate of 2 is strictly positive and its confidence interval is far away from zero. This implies that the dynamical process that most likely represents the growth is an Itô process with non-negligible noise. Diagnostic tools to validate the models are applied to both ODE and SDE models. Figure 1 .6 presents the posterior predictive distributions of both models computed for each time point. Centered and symmetrical posterior predictive distributions correspond to a "good" model. There is a clear improvement in the posterior predictive distributions from the ODE to the SDE model for the whole population, both at early and late ages. The predictive abilities of the two models can be compared on the posterior expectation of the squared errors using cross-validation techniques. New data sets denoted y j are constructed by dropping the j th measurement. The error is then: 
